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“Contents” claim tips for recovering the
costs of repairing and replacing

damaged/destroyed household items1

Goal: Collect the full amount your insurer owes you by listing and pricing
everything you lost and submitting receipts as you replace items or by
negotiating for policy limits.

Action: Use lists, photos, family and friends to help you remember and write down
a complete inventory of all damaged and destroyed items1

Use stores and the internet to set a value for every lost item what it will
cost to replace it

(Optional) Negotiate a lump sum settlement at or just below your limits
without having to reconstruct a complete inventory list

The tips you’ll read here are based on our organization’s fourteen years of experience
working with property owners who’ve lost everything and recovered.
It doesn’t matter where you live…Louisiana, Mississippi, Florida, California or Texas – the
insurance claim process is the same. When it comes to collecting on your insurance
policy to replace the contents of your home, it’s all about documentation,
organization and negotiation.

When you deal with an insurance company on a claim where large dollars are at stake – it’s
business. You’re not dealing with your “good neighbor” – you’re dealing with a company
that’s in the business of being profitable. Remember: your insurance adjuster may be
friendly but he/she is not your friend.

1. REPORT YOUR CLAIM PROMPTLY AND READ YOUR POLICY

Get and read a complete and current copy of your policy as soon as possible. The
page that states your name and address, policy number, dollar amounts of coverages and
“endorsement” codes is called your “declarations page”, (called a “dec” page). The policy
will be hard to read and understand, but knowing what you’re covered for is a critical first
step in the claim process. Only you can protect your rights.

If your agent or insurance company are dragging their feet, call the consumer services
department at your state insurance regulator’s office and tell them you need immediate
help. See our Basic Tips for contact information.

Start at your “dec” page and check the dollar amounts/limits for your
Contents/Personal Property. In addition to the dollar amounts on the “dec” page,

                                      
1   Please read these and our dwelling tips    after    reading our Basic Claim Tips and FAQs
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there may be limits explained in other parts of the policy for specific items, such as
valuable papers, art work, computers, etc.

You’ll need to do some math and piecing together to figure out what your policy limits
actually are. Basic contents limits are generally set by the insurance company as a
percentage of your dwelling coverage limits. 70% is standard.

Check your limits for “scheduled" personal property items, (artwork, jewelry,
valuables). Make sure the policy covers what you thought you bought and what the
agent/insurer told you it would cover. Many homeowners who experience a total loss
are underinsured, meaning they don’t have sufficient limits to cover the cost of
replacing what they had. If you find you are underinsured, get educated on your
options.

2. GET A THREE RING BINDER AND GET ORGANIZED

Set up a section for your Dwelling loss, a section for your Contents loss/
inventory, and a section for your Loss of Use/Additional Living Expenses.
Maintain a CLAIM DIARY. Take and keep detailed notes of all conversations with
insurance company representatives (record their names, phone numbers, job titles
and supervisor's names). Confirm agreements, disputes and deadlines in writing via
letter, fax or email. Print out and keep copies of emails. It may seem tedious to do this
but keeping track of communications with your insurance company is really critical as
you will probably have to deal with many different claim handlers.

Keep all receipts for temporary housing and items you replace and submit them to
your insurer for reimbursement.

3. DON'T GET RUSHED INTO A QUICK INSURANCE SETTLEMENT

Recognize that your claim may take longer to settle fairly than you’d anticipated. Lots
of new terms and information will be thrown at you. It’s important to pace yourself,
keep learning and get help when you need it. Don’t let insurance company adjusters
rush you into a quick settlement. The check they are offering may seem like a lot of
money but could be far below what you are entitled to recover. It takes time to
calculate what the insurance company owes you after a large loss. An adjuster who
tries to rush you into a settlement may be trying to earn brownie points with the boss
by under-paying and quickly closing your claim. He or she may also suspect you are
underinsured, (your policy limits are too low to fully cover your losses).

Read all checks and drafts on both sides before depositing or cashing them. Don't
accept any checks with words like "full" or "final" "settlement" printed on them.
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Do not sign any “release” or “waiver” forms without getting advice from an
experienced attorney. You do not have to sign away any rights to get a fair
insurance payment.

4. BE POLITE BUT ASSERTIVE TO ENSURE THAT YOU RECOVER A FAIR
INSURANCE SETTLEMENT

Your insurance company cashed your premium payment checks in return for
promising you three things: Peace of mind, Loss Reimbursement and Prompt Claim
Service. Your contract with your insurer entitles you to all three of these things. Your
rights under the contract are protected under the laws of your state.

Give your insurance company the chance to fulfill its promises and do right by
you, but don't be a pushover. Approach insurance company personnel with a
positive and polite attitude, but be assertive.

Start with a positive attitude toward the adjusters assigned to your claim but always
find out their supervisors’ name and contact info in case you need to go over their
head.

Adjusters rotate after disasters so you’ll probably get assigned a string of people with
varying levels of training and expertise. This can be very frustrating, and the best way
to stay on track is to keep good notes in your claim diary of what’s been agreed to and
what’s still being worked out.

5. STAY IN TOUCH WITH OTHERS WHO’VE LOST HOMES TO SHARE
INFORMATION—THERE’S STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

Work with neighbors and friends who’ve lost property to find out what they’re being
told by insurance adjusters and claim professionals. Experience has clearly shown that
united, educated policyholders get faster, fairer settlements.
Network and communicate with others who are recovering and insured with the same
company as you are – you’ll be glad you did.

6. LEARN ABOUT THREE TERMS THAT AFFECT THE AMOUNT OF YOUR
CONTENTS CLAIM RECOVERY:

ACTUAL CASH VALUE (“ACV”)
REPLACEMENT COST (“RC”)
DEPRECIATION

The “normal” contents claim process is: the claimant (with help from an adjuster)
prepares a detailed list of every single damaged or destroyed item noting approximate
age, value, and replacement cost. The adjuster/insurer depreciates certain items to
account for their age, and cuts a check for what’s called “ACTUAL CASH VALUE”
(“ACV”) of the entire inventory.
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ACV is the “old” price of an item as it was pre-loss, sometimes explained as the price a
willing buyer would have paid you immediately before the event that caused your loss,
in this case, the Hurricane.

Some policies limit payouts to “ACV” and that’s all they pay.
If you’ve got an ACV policy, you’ll probably need to argue for less depreciation to be
taken on major items, (see tip # below), but once the check is cut, that’s all you’ll get,
regardless of what it costs to actually replace what you had.

Most policies these days are “REPLACEMENT COST”, (“RC”) policies because
they’re supposed to cover the cost of replacing what you’ve lost. To collect the
full amount you’re entitled to under an RC policy, you have to actually replace the
items and send the receipts to the insurer with a demand for the balance they owe
you. Insurers don’t volunteer to pay – you insist.

RC is the “new” price of what it would cost to actually replace an item.

“Depreciation” is the loss in value from all causes, including age, wear and tear.
Your adjuster/insurer will depreciate certain items, i.e. pay you less than their true
replacement cost before paying you for their ACV.

7. DON’T ACCEPT EXCESSIVE DEPRECIATION OF YOUR PROPERTY BY THE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Depreciation amounts are subjective and very negotiable. Insurers may use an
IRS depreciation schedule or their own schedule. It’s often hard to pin down an
adjuster on how they arrived at their depreciated figures.
Ask your insurer to provide you with a copy of the depreciation schedule they use. Be
prepared to fight to get the full amounts you're entitled to, particularly on major
items, and don’t forget to submit receipts and collect your full replacement cost
value after you replace items.

Negotiate ACV deductions on a case-by-case basis to reflect how worn the items
really were. The furniture in your guest room should be depreciated less than the
furniture in your master bedroom because it was used less and was in better shape. -
The Replacement Cost and the Actual Cash Value of some items are the same.

Many items should not be subject to depreciation. Examples are: antiques, fine art
and jewelry, computer media, (CD’s etc.), software, framing, masonry, concrete,
insulation, light fixtures. - Some items depreciate faster than others. Examples:
electronics, soft furniture, clothes and shoes depreciate faster than hard furniture,
washer dryers, etc.

You’re unlikely to replace everything you lost and it’s a hassle to have to keep
providing receipts over time so try to maximize your ACV payments by arguing for
lower depreciation on big ticket items and identifying the true replacement cost
of items at standard, not discount retailers.
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8. EVERY DISASTER AND LOSS HAS UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES—FIND THE
PATH THAT WORKS BEST FOR YOUR RECOVERY

“Normal” rules may not apply to claims from large-scale natural disasters. Think
outside the box.

Before you even start the painful process of sitting down to list every single item that
was in the home that you may have lived in your entire adult life, remember this word:
Negotiation.

If everything you had was destroyed, it is logical that you are entitled to be paid your
full contents policy limits. This is true especially where you followed your agent or
insurer’s recommendations on coverage limits.

To prevent fraud, insurers generally require that every claimant – even those who’ve
lost everything – fully document their losses to get paid in full. The key word here is
“generally” – there are always exceptions, and here’s an important tip:

Some insurance companies will waive the inventory requirement if you give them good
reasons to do so and you negotiate. If you have good reasons, there’s no harm in
asking your adjuster and insurance company to waive the inventory requirement
and pay your limits. Just know it’s a long shot. Insurers only relax the rules
when they feel they really have to.

Disaster survivors have successfully argued:

“I followed your recommendations on how much contents coverage to buy but I’ve
close to my limit and I’m only half way through completing my inventory. I shouldn’t
have to keep going – it’s upsetting and a waste. Please cut me a check for my full
limits without further documentation.”

“The claim process has been a second nightmare so far. To avoid the further trauma
of sitting down to describe all the cherished things I lost. I’ll accept 90% of my policy
limits for contents – less than you owe me – to save time for me and your company.
I’ve lost everything. Please make this practical business decision.”

Make the request in writing to your insurer, and even if you’re adjuster says “no” right
off the bat, go over his or her head before you give up.

9. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF TIME-SAVING TECHNOLOGY WHEN DOCUMENTING
ALL DAMAGED OR DESTROYED ITEMS

Preparing a contents inventory to prove your claim can be extremely time-consuming.
Take advantage of what’s worked for other disaster survivors in recent years:
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Stores that have gift registry scanners. You can walk around the store with the
scanner and use it to compile a list that describes and prices the items that were
destroyed. The print out can be supplemented with additional items and submitted
directly to your adjuster/insurer.

Internet shopping/pricing info. With the widespread use of the Internet, researching,
valuing and pricing lost items and replacement costs can now be a few simple
keyboard clicks away.

10. ENLIST THE HELP OF FRIENDS AND RELATIVES TO HELP YOU COMPLETE
YOUR INVENTORY

As with many aspects of dealing with the aftermath of a catastrophic loss, enlist friends
and family to help with completion of your contents inventory. Many people ask how
they can help after a catastrophic loss. Let people help you complete the massive task
of the personal property inventory. Give a friend a discreet list of items that need to be
researched, valued and documented. Example: China and silverware patterns. Friends
and family may have photos taken inside your home that will help jog your memory
and serve as proof to your insurer.

Sitting down and recalling room by room is one way to get started. Make use of all lists
you can find to help you remember. A sample personal property inventory list is
available at www.uphelp.org. Completing your inventory can be emotionally draining.
Enlisting friends and family to help saves time and is a valuable source of emotional
support.

The better you are able to document destroyed and damaged property and the cost of
replacement and repairs, the better your insurance settlement will be. In most cases,
written or photographic proof of destroyed items will also have been destroyed in a
fire. Your descriptions of lost items, along with descriptions given by witnesses, family
members, neighbors and friends should suffice and your company must reimburse you
according to your policy.

Credit card companies and retailers can help you reconstruct purchases and identify
replacement costs. Public adjusters can help if you are overwhelmed with the prospect
of preparing a complete personal property inventory. Get extensions of time from your
insurer if you need them.

11. COOPERATE WITH YOUR INSURER BUT DO NOT GIVE RECORDED OR
SWORN STATEMENTS UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND YOUR RIGHTS

You must cooperate with reasonable requests for information from your insurance
company that relate to your claim. If your insurance company has unanswered
questions about items in your claim, they may ask you to give a recorded statement or
participate in an "Examination Under Oath" (often referred to as an "EUO"). Use your
own tape recorder to record your statement and the insurer's questions, and consult
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with an attorney before giving an EUO, particularly where the insurer has hired an
attorney to conduct the EUO. Don’t be intimidated!

NOTE: You are not obligated to give your insurer copies of tax returns to prove you
had the means to purchase destroyed items. If your insurer doubts you owned items
you lost, provide as much proof as you can locate.

12. GET PROFESSIONAL HELP IF AND WHEN YOU NEED IT — CHECK
REFERENCES AND LICENSES VERY CAREFULLY

You may decide you want to hire professional help to take over the time-consuming
details of documenting a major or total loss and negotiating on your behalf with the
insurer to recover your full contents benefits.

Dealing with a large insurance claim on top of the emotional upset from a catastrophic
loss is a lot to handle. Many people, particularly working and single parents and
disabled or elderly claimants find they are unable to put in the time and effort it takes
to settle a total loss claim. Others feel the deck is too stacked against them and want
to even the odds of getting a fair settlement by bringing in professional help.

Whatever your reasons are, if you decide to get help, make sure you hire a reputable
professional whose license is in good standing and whose references check out. Do
not hire any professional to represent you in negotiating a settlement with your
insurance company unless you have personally talked to AT LEAST TWO,
preferably THREE or more PRIOR CLIENTS who were satisfied with how the
professional handed their insurance claim.

There are two types of professionals who can help you get a fair settlement of a large
contents claim: Public Adjusters and Attorneys who have hands-on insurance claim
experience. There are also “independent” adjusters but in most states they work only
for insurance companies who need extra adjusting staff – not policyholders.

13. DON’T AGREE TO PAY FOR PROFESSIONAL CLAIM HELP ON AN HOURLY
BASIS UNLESS YOU’RE EXTREMELY WEALTHY

Handling the details of a major insured loss and “wrangling” with an insurance
company can be very time-consuming. If you agree to pay an attorney or public
adjuster by the hour to handle your claim you will run up a big bill mighty fast.

Where state law allows it, public adjusters and policyholder attorneys will work for you
on a percentage or contingent fee arrangement. This means their fee comes out of
monies they obtain for you from the insurance company. Professional fees are always
negotiable. Percentage/contingent fee agreements allow you affordable access to
professional help, but they will affect the amount of your net recovery. If the
professional you hire does their job right, they will cover their fee and still increase
your recovery over what you’d have gotten on your own.
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NOTE: Louisiana does not allow public adjusters to work on a contingent or
percentage fee basis.

14. IF YOU HIRE A P.A. TO HANDLE YOUR CONTENTS CLAIM, NEGOTIATE A
REASONABLE FEE FOR VALUE ADDED

A public adjuster (“P.A.”) is a licensed insurance claim professional who will work with
you to document and value your losses and who will take over negotiating with the
insurer to get you a full and fair settlement. A good P.A. saves you time and
aggravation and will get you a higher settlement than you’d get on your own because
they’re familiar with insurance lingo and the claim process.

The adjuster assigned to your claim by your insurance company should welcome a
reputable P.A. so together they can streamline the process and resolve the claim. If
your insurance company adjuster tries to talk you out of hiring a P.A. you should be
suspicious. He or she may simply be trying to get away with underpaying your claim.

But, be very careful to check references and read the contract when hiring a P.A.
to take over your claim. Get a second opinion on the P.A.’s proposed contract
before you sign. An inexperienced or dishonest P.A. will make a bad situation worse
and cost you time and money, so be careful before you sign on the dotted line. P.A.’s
who take on too many clients after a disaster delay their clients’ claims and give
insurance companies someone else to blame.

15. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF “PRO BONO” (FREE) LEGAL ADVICE FOR
DISASTER SURVIVORS BUT DON’T FEEL PRESSURED TO HIRE
COUNSEL PREMATURELY

The Louisiana Trial Lawyers Association (“LTLA”) and Texas Trial Lawyers
Associations are professional organizations of attorneys who do civil trial work. Among
them are attorneys who represent individuals in disputes with insurance companies
who will take cases on a contingent fee basis and advance case costs.

Louisiana Trial Lawyers Association, P. O. Box 4289, Baton Rouge; (225) 383-5554 or
(800) 354-6267.

Texas Trial Lawyers Association, Phone: (512) 476-3852, Fax: (512) 473-2411
1220 Colorado Street, Suite 500 Austin, Texas 78701

16. IF YOU CONSULT AN ATTORNEY, FIND ONE WITH HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
REPRESENTING “INSUREDS” IN CLAIM DISPUTES

As a person who paid premiums in return for insurance protection – you’re known in
the legal world as “the insured”. Another term for “the insured” is “policyholder”.
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Insurance coverage and claim disputes require specialized knowledge of the law.
Don’t expect a real estate or family lawyer to have that knowledge.

Policyholder attorneys will help you if your claim is being unfairly denied or if you are
being mistreated by your insurer via “lowball” settlement offers, delays or other unfair
claim practices. As with any professional, check references and professional standing
before retaining counsel.

You can also search UP’s website for the names of policyholder attorneys and public
adjusters who do volunteer work for our organization.

For further help, read United Policyholders’ tips on Effective Complaints, Hiring a
Public Adjuster, and Hiring an Attorney at www.uphelp.org.

17. CONTACT YOUR STATE INSURANCE REGULATOR IF YOU’RE NOT
GETTING FAIR TREATMENT

Every state has an agency that regulates insurance companies and laws on how
insurance companies are supposed to handle claims. If your insurance company is
treating you unfairly and you’ve gone as far as you can with them but can’t solve the
problem, your next step should be to file a complaint with the insurance regulatory
agency in your state and take advantage of whatever information and services they
offer to resolve claim problems. Even if they don’t solve your problem, you’ve let them
know there are problems out there that need attention.

United Policyholders is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization founded in 1991 and dedicated to educating the public on insurance issues and
consumer rights. UP empowers and unites policyholders and advocates thru information-sharing. UP publishes educational materials and
serves as a resource for individual and business policyholders and residents of communities with insurance problems. UP’s Amicus Project
provides information to courts of law to support policyholders’ legal rights. Write to UP at 110 Pacific Ave., PMB 262, San Francisco, CA.
94111, call us at (510) 763-9740, or visit our website at www.unitedpolicyholders.org. The information presented here is for general
informational purposes, and should not be taken as legal advice. If you have a specific legal issue or problem, United Policyholders
recommends that you consult with an attorney. United Policyholders does not sell insurance or certify, endorse or warrant insurance products
or vendors. United Policyholders is not a referral service.


